
Five if by Wheelbarrow

Like many political wives, Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy had to put 
up with a lot, including her husband’s secret and not-so-secret 
infidelities. But Rose had her own secrets and deceptions — 
even some she buried in her private garden. Alas for her, the 
blooms that came up sometimes showed that all was not right 
below the surface...

In a Rows Garden puzzle, answers go into the grid in two 
ways: each Row of the garden contains two answers reading 
from left to right (except for Rows A and L, which each contain 
one 9-letter answer reading across the nine producing spaces). 
The Bloom clues are divided into three lists: White, Yellow, 
and Pink. Bloom clues are given in grid order within each 
list, but the 6-letter answer to each clue can be placed into 
its corresponding hexagon starting in any space and reading 
either clockwise or counterclockwise. Use the Row answers to 
figure out how to fit them in.
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Come now and hear of Rose Kennedy’s life:
Though known as a faithful and dutiful wife,
She’s known to have made an oration in church
On the husband who sometimes left her in the lurch.

Q5 When Joseph Kennedy asked what Rose was  
growing in the garden, _______________________________. (3 4 3 4)
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Five if by Wheelbarrow (continued)
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Rows
 A. Rose Kennedy, for one

 B. Teachers at prom, say

  Mike Brady and Carol 
Brady, e.g. (hyph.)

 C. Set a new date for

  Aircraft capable 
of vertical take-off 
(2 wds.)

 D. Apocalyptic quartet

  What the Red Sox 
have with the Yankees 
(2 wds.)

 E. One of the Platonic 
solids

  Cornered for 
conversation

 F. 1993 Al Pacino film 
(2 wds.)

  Part of a fancy table 
setting (2 wds.)

 G. Literary assistants

  Attraction with a 
Panda Cam (3 wds.)

 H. Old-fashioned

  One of two 
Midsummer Classic 
participants (2 wds., 
hyph.)

 I. Potential problem for a 
take-off

  Erin Brockovich Oscar 
winner (2 wds.)

 J. Tar Heels’ foes (2 wds.)

  Magazines and 
newspapers

 K. Lengthening 
unnecessarily (2 wds.)

  Unsaid?

 L. Inappropriately crude

White Blooms
  Drink after an earlier 

drink

  Small lump of tissue

  Jack tie ____

  Arterial inserts

  Rock salt

  Paul of legend

  Intrude (2 wds.)

  Synagogue singer

  Hoed for questioning

  Hiking paths

  Creek

  Filling completely

  Place to plug in

  Tenser stroke

Yellow Blooms
  Mesh (with)

  They come in flights

  Bow wielder

  Group of people

  They made Elmer’s 
glum products

  Cad

  Grease high school

  Line

  Leafy lunches

  Tailor for (2 wds.)

  Says suddenly, with 
“out”

  Not dead

  Violent protester, 
perhaps

  On the docket

Pink Blooms
  Make evil plans

  Oscar winner 
McDaniel

  Bardem of Skyfall

  One of a mariachi’s 
pair

  Attaches with thread 
(2 wds.)

  Steal a lot

  Seeping

  People from Stockholm

  Minty drinks

  Top of a dress


